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Review

New tools and resources in metabolomics:
2016–2017

Rapid advances in mass spectrometry (MS) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)-based
platforms for metabolomics have led to an upsurge of data every single year. Newer high-
throughput platforms, hyphenated technologies, miniaturization, and tool kits in data ac-
quisition efforts in metabolomics have led to additional challenges in metabolomics data
pre-processing, analysis, interpretation, and integration. Thanks to the informatics, statis-
tics, and computational community, new resources continue to develop for metabolomics
researchers. The purpose of this review is to provide a summary of the metabolomics
tools, software, and databases that were developed or improved during 2016–2017, thus,
enabling readers, developers, and researchers access to a succinct but thorough list of
resources for further improvisation, implementation, and application in due course of
time.
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1 Introduction

Metabolomics, the study of small molecules with a molecu-
lar weight of 50–2000 Da (i.e., metabolites), is an emerging
field which studies biological processes. More specifically,
metabolomics studies cells, tissues, organs, and biofluids
from organisms or environmental samples. This relatively
new field of –omics has led to advances in the understanding
of human, animal, plant, microbial, and environmental com-
position and functions. As a tool for hypothesis generation
and as a means for understanding metabolism and physiol-
ogy from a systems biology perspective, metabolomics has
been widely used in recent studies across multiple fields.
In addition to efforts in other –omics which are closer to
genotype such as genomics, epigenomics, and transcrip-
tomics (RNAomics), proteomics and metabolomics advances
have led us closer to the phenotype that can help decipher
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organismal behavior and functions, define health and dis-
ease statuses, and provide translatable evidence for agricul-
ture, therapeutics, pharmaceuticals, environmental sciences,
and personalized (precision) medicine efforts. Metabolomics
as a research tool has touched all aspects of healthcare and
medicine. Some of the most recent studies in 2017 that
have used metabolomics have included studies on pain [1],
reproductive medicine [2], human breath [3], sweat analy-
sis [4], coronary atherosclerosis [5], autophagy regulation [6],
system-wide coverage from single cells to entire planet [7],
plant metabolomics [8], and exposome scale metabolomics [9]
among others.

There is a continual increase in sophistication, high
throughputness, and in advancements of the analytical plat-
forms used for the generation of metabolomics datasets- both
for nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and mass spectrom-
etry (MS)-based platforms (and associated improvements in
sample preparation, chromatography, etc.). However, these
newer platforms have posed heightened challenges in han-
dling, pre-processing, statistical treatment, visualization, and
interpretation of datasets. Thankfully, to this end, a highly-
engaged community of informatics, statistics, computational,
and data scientists are well equipped in developing and im-
proving on the existing and latest tools, databases, and re-
sources for the metabolomics-research dependent investi-
gators. A recently conducted survey highlighted the trends
and opportunities for tool development in the Galaxy work-
flow based on the different platforms and data-types [10].
Advances in the next generation of platforms and technol-
ogy for capillary electrophoresis mass spectrometry (CE-MS)
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-based metabolomics looks promising as well [11]. Groups
of researchers have also provided a very detailed set of
protocols for metabolomics and lipidomics using traveling-
wave ion mobility mass spectrometry (IMS) [12]. Very ex-
tensive and detailed reviews have captured the future of
metabolomics research [13] and as avenue for global chemical
analysis [14].

Very recently, Spicer et al. [15] provided a list of freely-
available open source software tools for metabolomics analy-
sis. In addition, they created a GitHub resource containing a
list which is classified and searchable via a simple controlled
vocabulary [16]. Newer databases (DBs) such as the MINE
DB was used for epimetabolite annotation [17]. In another
effort, almost 50 DBs were reviewed, from which 17 were
selected for the online electron spray ionization mass spec-
trometry (ESI-MS) functionality of the DBs [18] where the au-
thors underscored the general characteristics and functions
of each DB from their experience derived at the Centre for
Metabolomics and Bioanalysis (CEMBIO) in Madrid.

Advancements in analytical and theoretical methods are
continually updated in online resources, such as catalogs
of metabolomic tools such as OMICtools (http://omic-
tools.com/) [19], Fiehn Lab resources (http://fiehnlab.ucda-
vis.edu/ and http://metabolomics.ucdavis.edu/Downloads),
the (International) Metabolomics Society’s resource pages
(http://metabolomicssociety.org/resources/metabolomics-
databases), metabomatch (http://www.metabomatch.com/
softwares/) catalog, and software repositories such as
Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN) (https://cran.r-
project.org/web/packages/available_packages_by_name
.html), Bioconductor (https://www.bioconductor.org/) and
GitHub (https://github.com/). In addition to cataloging the
common tools, a summary of their highlighted features
and major uses is also valuable. Building on the previously
established review structure [20, 21], this overview of major
tools and resources in metabolomics is organized into the
following sections: (i) Gas chromatography mass spec-
trometry (GC-MS) tools, (ii) Liquid chromatography mass
spectrometry (LC-MS) tools, (iii) Imaging mass spectrometry
(MSI) tools, (iv) Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) tools,
(v) Untargeted data analysis tools, (vi) Ion mobility MS tools,
(vii) Tools for isotope techniques, (viii) Data pre-processing
tools, (ix) Annotation tools, (x) Multifunctional tools, and (xi)
Miscellaneous tools of interest. Table 1 shows a summary of
all the reviewed resources in this article.

2 Tools for analytical platforms

2.1 Gas chromatography mass spectrometry

(GC-MS) tools

Gas chromatography mass spectrometry (GC-MS) remains
a very handy yet robust tool for routine metabolomics re-
search for most research groups and core facilities. Addition-
ally, GC-MS also complements liquid chromatography mass
spectrometry (LC-MS) based approaches, by virtue of its more

efficient capability of capturing the volatile and polar chem-
ical space of biological materials. With the advent of newer
platforms such as high resolution (HR) GC-MS in the form
of proprietary GC-OrbiTrap technology [22–24], efforts are
still very active for development of comprehensive software
tools. For instance, new DB-building and MS subtraction al-
gorithms have been developed for automated, sequential two-
dimensional gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC x
GC-MS) [25]. These algorithms have allowed the first use of
a DB building tool, with full mass spectrum subtraction, that
does not rely on high resolution MS data. A comprehensive
list of tools widely-used in 2017 is provided in the following
section.

Mixture model normalization (mixnorm) accommodates
truncated GC-MS- based metabolomics data and estimates
per-metabolite batch and run-order effects using quality con-
trol (QC) samples [26]. Mixnorm outperforms other ap-
proaches across many metrics, including improved correla-
tion of non-targeted and targeted measurements and superior
performance when metabolite detectability varies according
to batch.

Baitmet allows high-throughput and wide scope inter-
rogation on the metabolic composition of complex samples
analyzed using GC–MS via freely available spectral data [27].

MetaboloDerivatizer was developed to calculate the chem-
ical properties of derivatized compounds and all retention
indexes in EI–MS DBs are predicted using a simple mathe-
matical model [28] (Fig. 1A). Furthermore, the MS-FINDER
spectral search engine was developed and utilized for search-
ing EI–MS DBs using mass spectral similarity with the eval-
uation of false discovery rate (FDR).

PARAFAC2 based Deconvolution and Identification System
(PARADISe) is a standalone tool and approach for processing
raw GC-MS data for fast conversion of raw CDF files into peak
tables using minimum steps [29].

M-IOLITE is a computational suite for the efficient and
automatic analysis of high-throughput metabolomics data
from GC-MS [30] with an excellent graphical user interface
(GUI).

R2DGC is an R-package for two-dimensional GC-MS data
analysis that implements retention time (RT) and MS simi-
larity threshold-free alignments, performs ion filtering, and
is compatible with multiple peak quantification methods [31].

ADAP-GC is an R-based automated computational work-
flow for extracting metabolite information from raw, untar-
geted gas GC-MS-metabolomics data [32].

MIDcor is an R-program that performs a primary analysis
of isotopic isomers (isotopomers) distribution obtained from
GC-MS data [33].

2.2 Liquid chromatography mass spectrometry

(LC-MS) tools

Liquid chromatography mass spectrometry (LC-MS)-based
metabolomics approaches remain the cornerstone of
metabolomics data generation for routine and sophisticated
applications by virtue of advancements in chromatography
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Table 1. The following list of reviewed tools is organized by major areas of metabolomics and includes details regarding implementation
e.g. programming language (R, C/C++, MATLAB, Python, Java, etc.) or web browser based and usability. Each tool’s ease of use
is specified as difficult (needing in-depth understanding and knowledge of programming language applicable for expert users),
medium (modest level of proficiency or programming skills applicable for intermediate users) and easy (requires minor level of
skill to implement the tool and applicable for beginners)

Tools Implementation Ease of use Software availability References

GC-MS
Baitmet R Difficult https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/baitmet/index.html [27]
MetaboloDerivatizer Standalone Easy http://prime.psc.riken.jp/Metabolomics Software/ [28]
PARADISe Standalone Easy http://www.models.life.ku.dk/paradise [29]
M-IOLITE NA Easy http://miolite.iceht.forth.gr:8080/ [30]
R2DGC R Difficult https://github.com/HudsonAlpha/R2DGC [31]
ADAP-GC 3.2 R Difficult https://github.com/du-lab/ADAP-GC-3.0 [32]
MIDcor R Difficult https://github.com/seliv55/mid correct [33]
LC-MS
Mass Studio Visual Studio

2013 R©
Easy NA [34]

MAIMS Python Difficult https://github.com/savantas/MAIMS [35]
MS-FLO Web Easy http://msflo.fiehnlab.ucdavis.edu/#/ [36]
MetaboQC R Difficult https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/MetaboQC/index.html [38]
LIQUID R Difficult https://github.com/PNNL-Comp-Mass-Spec/LIQUID [39]
AntDAS MATLAB Difficult http://software.tobaccodb.org/software/antdas [40]
FPIC Python Difficult https://github.com/zmzhang/pymass [41]
KPIC2 R Difficult https://github.com/hcji/KPIC2 [42]
Lipostar NA Difficult http://download.moldiscovery.com/lipostar-1.0.0b12-win64.exe [43]
PiMP Web Easy http://polyomics.mvls.gla.ac.uk/ [96]
Imaging MS
pySM, Python Difficult https://github.com/alexandrovteam/pySM [44]
massPix R Difficult https://github.com/hallz/massPix [45]
NMR
NMRProcFlow Web/

Standalone
Easy http://nmrprocflow.org/ [46]

NMRSpec MATLAB Difficult https://hub.docker.com/r/nmrprocflow/nmrspec/ [47]
MWASTools R Difficult https://bioconductor.org/packages/MWASTools/ [49]
speaq 2.0 R Difficult https://github.com/beirnaert/speaq [50]
PepsNMR R Difficult https://github.com/ManonMartin/PepsNMR [51]
Plasmodesma Python Difficult https://github.com/delsuc/plasmodesma [52]
GISSMO Web Easy http://gissmo.nmrfam.wisc.edu/ [53]
Untargeted
MetaNetter 2.0 Java Easy Cytoscape App Store [55]
metaX R, Web Easy http://metax.genomics.cn/ [56]
MetCirc R Difficult https://github.com/PlantDefenseMetabolism/MetCirc [60]
Ion Mobility
MetCCS Web Easy http://www.metabolomics-shanghai.org/MetCCS/ [61]
LipidCCS Web Easy http://www.metabolomics-shanghai.org/LipidCCS/ [62]
PIXiE R Difficult https://github.com/PNNL-Comp-Mass-Spec/PIXiE

https://github.com/PNNL-Comp-Mass-Spec/IMS-Informed-Library
[63]

Isotope-Analysis
MetExtract II R Medium https://metabolomics-ifa.boku.ac.at/metextractII/ [65]
AssayR R Difficult https://gitlab.com/jimiwills/assay.R [66]
Preprocessing/QC
MetImp Web Easy https://metabolomics.cc.hawaii.edu/software/MetImp/ [68]
Gsimp R Difficult https://github.com/WandeRum/GSimp [69]
NOREVA Web Easy http://server.idrb.cqu.edu.cn/noreva/ [70]
B-MIS R Difficult https://github.com/IngallsLabUW/B-MIS-normalization [71]
MetaboDrift Microsoft

Excel,
Macros

Easy https://github.com/evanscr/MetaboDrift [72]

SERRF R Difficult http://www.serrf.fiehnlab.ucdavis.edu/ocpu/library/SERRFweb/www/ [74]
sampleDrift R Difficult https://gitlab.com/CarlBrunius/sampleDrift [75]

(Continued)
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Table 1. Continued

Tools Implementation Ease of use Software availability References

Annotation
xMSannotatot R Easy https://sourceforge.net/projects/xmsannotator/ [37]
compMS2Miner R, Web Easy https://github.com/WMBEdmands/compMS2Miner [58]
UC2 Java-based

GUI
Difficult http://webs2.kazusa.or.jp/mfsearcher [59]

creDBle DB Web Easy http://credble.wustl.edu/ [80]
Imet Web Easy http://imet.seeslab.net [82]
ms2lda Web Easy http://www.ms2lda.org/ [83]
Curatr R, Web Easy http://curatr.mcf.embl.de/ [86]
LipidHunter Python Difficult https://bitbucket.org/SysMedOs/lipidhunter [89]
CEU Mass Mediator Web Easy http://ceumass.eps.uspceu.es/index.xhtml [90]
LDA Java-based

GUI
Easy http://genome.tugraz.at/lda2/lda description.shtml [91]

LPPtiger software Python Difficult https://bitbucket.org/SysMedOs/lpptiger [92]
LipidCircos Python Difficult https://bitbucket.org/SysMedOs/lipidcircos [92]
GlycoPAT MATLAB Difficult https://www.virtualglycome.org/glycopat [122]
Multifunctional
proFIA R Difficult http://bioconductor.org/packages/proFIA [73]
Workflow4Metabolomics

3.0
Galaxy, Web Easy http://workflow4metabolomics.org/ [93]

MetaboAnalystR R Difficult https://github.com/xia-lab/MetaboAnalystR [94]
MetaBox Web Easy http://kwanjeeraw.github.io/metabox/ [95]
Others
MIDAS-G C++ Difficult http://facultyweb.mga.edu/yingfeng.wang/Assets/midasg/midas-g.htm [57]
msPurity R Difficult https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/msPurity.html [79]
mixOmics R Difficult http://mixomics.org/ [88]
mzAccess Web Medium http://www.mzaccess.org/ [101]
MASTR-MS Web Difficult https://muccg.github.io/mastr-ms/ [104]
MetabolitePredict Web Easy http://xulab.case.edu/MetabolitePredict [105]
MetExploreViz Web Easy http://metexplore.toulouse.inra.fr/metexploreViz/doc/ [106]
NA DH Web Easy http://nadh.ice.mpg.de/NaDH/ [107]
OmicsDI DB Easy http://www.nature.com/nbt/journal/v35/n5/fig tab/nbt.3790 F1.html [108]
YMDB 2.0 DB Easy http://www.ymdb.ca/ [109]
ODG Java Difficult https://github.com/jguhlin/odg [110]
FlavorDB Web Easy http://cosylab.iiitd.edu.in/flavordb [111]
PAMDB Web Easy http://pseudomonas.umaryland.edu/ [112]
MetaComp C, R Easy http://cqb.pku.edu.cn/ZhuLab/MetaComp/ [113]
EDA Web Easy https://eda.nc3rs.org.uk/ [114]
visJS2jupyter Python Difficult https://pypi.python.org/pypi/visJS2jupyter [116]
MAGI Web Easy https://magi.nersc.gov/ [118]
zeroSum R Difficult https://github.com/rehbergT/zeroSum [119]
RankProd 2.0 R Difficult https://www.bioconductor.org/packages/devel/bioc/html/RankProd.html [120]
RNAModMapper R Difficult http://bearcatms.uc.edu/new/limbachgroup publication/rna-modmapper-

software.html
[121]

Metadata Analyser R Difficult https://github.com/lasigeBioTM/MetadataAnalyser [123]
SATORI Web Easy http://satori.refinery-platform.org/ [124]
BIOCONDA Multiple Medium https://bioconda.github.io/ [125]
GRITS Toolbox Java Easy http://www.grits-toolbox.org/ [126]
PySCeSToolbox Python Difficult https://github.com/PySCeS/PyscesToolbox [127]
ChemRICH Web/R Easy http://chemrich.fiehnlab.ucdavis.edu/ocpu/library/ChemRICHTest3/www/ [128]

as well as high resolution (HR) tandem mass spectrometry
(MS/MS). Tools and software made available to the analyti-
cal chemistry and metabolomics community are introduced
below.

MASS Studio is a software utility that simplifies LC-
MS traces to allow metabolomics analysis on large sets of

microbial natural products samples in a drug discovery
project environment [34].

MAIMS is an open-source Python (Python 2.7 and
3.5 + compliant) script for command line usage and is
an extendible tool for isotopologue profile deconvolution
tasks [35].
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Figure 1. Snapshots of the tools and resources described in this article. (A) MetaboloDerivatizer showing the silylation prediction of
L-cysteine, as an example, from input SMILES, (B) NMRProcFlow interface showing options and workflow, (C) GISSMO DB showing the
experimental and theoretical spectrum overlays for L-cysteine as an example, and (D) MetaboDrift interface on Microsoft Excel Macros.

Mass Spectral Feature List Optimizer (MS-FLO) is a web
application to improve the quality of feature lists after initial
processing to expedite data curation [36]. The tool utilizes RT
alignments, accurate mass tolerances, Pearson’s correlation
analysis, and peak height similarity to identify ion adducts,
duplicate peak reports, and isotopic features of the main
monoisotopic metabolites.

xMSannotator, implemented in R, is an algorithm that
uses HR-MS data for a series of samples with common
properties and publicly available chemical, metabolic, and
environmental DBs to assign confidence levels to annota-
tion results [37]. The MS/MS evaluation of a set of randomly
selected 210 metabolites, annotated using xMSannotator in
an untargeted metabolomics data set from human, shows
that 80% of features with high or medium confidence scores
have ion dissociation patterns consistent with xMSannota-
tor‘s findings. The annotation results are obtained by query-
ing local or online DBs such as ChemSpider, Kyoto Encyclo-
pedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG), Human Metabolome
Database (HMDB), Toxin and Toxin Target Database (T3DB),
and LipidMaps.

MetaboQC is an R package which helps to correct intra-
day and inter-days variability using QCs analyzed within a
pre-set sequence of experiments [38]. MetaboQC was tested
in two data sets to assess the correction effects by compar-
ing the metabolites variability before and after application of

the proposed tool where the number of entities in QCs was
significantly different between days was reduced from 86 to
19% in the negative ionization mode and from 100 to 13% in
the positive ionization mode.

LIQUID is a tool with GUI for semi-automated process-
ing and visualization of LC-MS/MS-based lipidomics data
[39]. The tool allows users to process high-throughput data
and access a customizable target library and scoring model
per project needs which includes visualization of multiple
lines of spectral evidence for each lipid identified. When com-
pared to other open-source tools used in lipid and metabo-
lite identification, (e.g. Competitive Fragmentation Modeling
identification (CFM-ID), MetFrag, Global Natural Product
Social Molecular Networking (GNPS), LipidBlast and MS-
DIAL), the tool demonstrated faster processing time and a
higher number of matches.

AntDAS (Automatic Data Analysis Strategy for UPLC-
QTOF-based Nontargeted Metabolic Profiling Analysis) is a
MATLAB tool with GUI that allows automated extraction of
chromatographic peaks in the UPLC–QTOF data, a peak an-
notation stage which clusters fragment ions that belong to
the same metabolite, a time-shift correction across the sam-
ples, registration of components by using an adaptive net-
work searching algorithm, a list of statistical methods, and
compound identification by matching against a compound
library with � 500 plant metabolites [40].
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Fast Pure Ions Chromatograms (FPIC) is a Python im-
plemented package for extracting pure ion chromatograms
(PICs) from raw LC-MS datasets effectively and quickly [41].

KPIC2 is an R-package for extracting meaningful PICs
which allows for their alignment, grouping for identification
of isotope and adducts, and filling missing peaks and multi-
variate pattern recognition among others [42].

Lipostar is a software tool for targeted and untargeted LC-
MS lipidomics data analysis for data acquisition, multivariate
analysis, and lipid identification with or without the support
of lipid DBs [43].

2.3 Imaging mass spectrometry (MSI) tools

Imaging mass spectrometry (MSI) is rapidly gaining popu-
larity for providing visual and localization information for
metabolite distribution ranging from plant cells to human
tissues. Towards this end, the tools and resources are contin-
uing to add up for the research community and those reported
in 2017 are described here.

For HR- imaging mass spectrometry in particular, pySM
is a Python-based framework for FDR-controlled metabolite
annotation at the level of the molecular sum formula [44].
The tool introduces a metabolite-signal match score and a
target–decoy FDR estimate for spatial metabolomics as well.

EM is another tool that produces single ion images, per-
forms multivariate statistics and provides putative lipid anno-
tations based on accurate mass matching against generated
lipid libraries [45].

2.4 Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) tools

From ease of sample preparation, to robustness in quantita-
tion, NMR-based metabolomics continues to deliver quality
metabolomics data that allows more accurate metabolite iden-
tification and quantification. The tools and resources made
available to the metabolomics community this year are intro-
duced below.

NMRProcFlow is dedicated to metabolic fingerprinting
and targeted metabolomics that covers all spectra processing
steps including baseline correction, chemical shift calibra-
tion, and alignment [46] (Fig. 1B).

NMRSpec, is another tool for pre-processing and ana-
lyzing NMR data, which consists of four major functional
blocks: spectrum alignment, baseline correction, peaks ex-
traction, and peak integration [47].

nmrML is an open XML-based exchange and storage for-
mat for NMR spectral data [48]. The nmrML format is in-
tended to be fully compatible with existing NMR data for
chemical, biochemical, and metabolomics experiments. It
captures raw NMR data, spectral data acquisition parame-
ters, and spectral metadata such as chemical structures. Ad-
ditionally, it is compatible with pure-compound NMR data
for reference spectral libraries and NMR data from complex
bio-mixtures from metabolomics experiments.

MWASTools is an R package designed to provide an
integrated pipeline to analyze metabonomic data in large-
scale epidemiological studies. It allows for QC analysis,
metabolome-wide association analysis using a set of mod-
els, statistical visualization, and metabolite assignment
using statistical total correlation spectroscopy (STOCSY)
workflows, and interpretation of metabolome-wide associa-
tion study (MWAS) results [49].

speaq 2.0 is an R package that eases NMR-based data
analysis and offers spectral processing such as raw spectral
alignment and processing as well as peak based processing
steps [50]. Moreover, it facilitates analysis of complementary
LC-MS workflows.

PepsNMR is an R package for pre-processing of 1H-NMR
based metabolomics data [51]. The tool performs solvent sig-
nal suppression, internal calibration, phase, baseline and mis-
alignment corrections, bucketing and normalization. It also
allows for faster workflows, reproducibility, and flexible re-
porting among other features.

Plasmodesma is a Python-based package that performs
autonomous, unsupervised processing of a large corpus of
1D, 2D, and Diffusion Ordered SpectroscopY (DOSY) ex-
periments from a series of samples acquired in different
conditions [52].

GISSMO (Guided Ideographic Spin System Model Opti-
mization) is a GUI-based webserver for guided ideographic
spin system model optimization, which enables the ef-
ficient calculation and refinement of spin system matri-
ces against experimental 1D-1H NMR spectra of small
molecules [53] (Fig. 1C).

3 Tools for data analysis

3.1 Untargeted data analysis tools

Untargeted metabolomics approaches aid in discovery of
novel biomarkers and in the process of unknown discovery
and identification. A recent review summarized the untar-
geted LC-MS data preprocessing in metabolomics and pop-
ular tools such as XCMS, MZmine, MAVEN, and Metabo-
Analyst among other popular tools [54]. Tools for untargeted
metabolomics have always kept the community interested,
and recently highlighted methods are introduced below.

MetaNetter 2 is a Cytoscape plugin for ab initio network
analysis and metabolite feature classification [55]. It allows
both chemical transformation and adduct mapping, where
RT windows are supported for both adduct and transform
network generation.

metaX is an R package with web interface for untargeted
metabolomics data analysis that relies on a set of interchange-
able modules that provides functionalities such as peak pick-
ing and annotation, data quality assessment, missing value
imputation, data normalization, univariate and multivariate
statistics, power analysis, and sample size estimation. Addi-
tional features include receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
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analysis, biomarker selection, pathway annotation, correla-
tion network analysis, and metabolite identification [56].

MIDAS ((Metabolite Identification via DB Searching)-
G is a C++ implementation of the MIDAS algorithm
for investigating fragmentation rules where it processes a
metabolite as a simple graph and uses graph grammars
to recognize specific chemical bonds and their adjacent
structures [57].

compMS2Miner (Comprehensive MS2 Miner) is an R
package that aids in rapid, comprehensive feature annota-
tion using a peak-picker-output and MS2 data files as in-
puts [58]. Indeed, CompMS2Miner integrates many useful
tools in a single workflow for metabolite annotation and
provides an overview of the MS2 data with a web applica-
tion GUI compMS2Explorer (Comprehensive MS2 Explorer)
for data sharing and reproducibility.

UC2 (Unique Connectivity of Uncharged Compounds) is
a search system where compounds are tentatively neutralized
into uncharged states and stored on the basis of their unique
connectivity of atoms after removing their stereo chemical
information using the first block in the hash of the IUPAC
International Chemical Identifier, by which false-positive hits
are remarkably reduced, both charged and uncharged com-
pounds are properly searched in a single query, and records
having a unique connectivity are compiled in a single search
result [59].

MetCirc is a Bioconductor package that allows alignment
and calculation of pairwise similarity scores among MS/MS
data and visualization of these across samples [60]. Based
on the compound familial groupings, it allows discovery of
shared metabolites and hypothesis formulation for unknown
discovery.

3.2 Ion mobility MS tools

The expanding field of metabolomics has seen ion mobility
MS being applied to numerous studies and the future looks
promising for this new platform. Predicting the collisional
cross sections (CCS) values towards assigning identities of
metabolites remains critical for the advancement of the plat-
form towards analysis of complex samples. To this end, the
developed tools are introduced below.

MetCCS Predictor is a web-server that allows prediction of
CCS values of metabolites, in ion mobility MS experiments
by using molecular descriptors within a few seconds; thus
enabling metabolite identification [61].

LipidCCS (lipid collision cross-section) is a web-server that
allows prediction of CCS values of lipids in ion mobility MS
experiments using molecular descriptors within a few sec-
onds, thus, enabling metabolite identification [62]. The preci-
sion in prediction in LipidCCS DB (15 646 lipids and 63 434
CCS values in total) can potentially reduce false-positive iden-
tifications of lipids.

PNNL Ion Mobility Cross Section Extractor (PIXiE) is an
R package which allows automatic extraction of the arrival
times for molecules measured by drift tube ion mobility
spectrometry coupled with mass spectrometry (DTIMS-MS)

at multiple electric fields and compute their associated CCS
[63].

3.3 Tools for isotope techniques

In vivo and in vitro labeling with stable isotopes (SIL) of-
fers a wide array of advantages in performing quantita-
tive MS based metabolomics experiments. In addition, the
correction of natural isotope in MS/MS measurements in
metabolomics and 13C fluxomics experiments remain criti-
cal [64]. Therefore, tools aiding in identification and quan-
tification of labelled metabolites, screening of isotopologues,
in deisotoping of spectra, etc. are useful resources for the
community. Tools developed towards this end are described
below.

MetExtract II is a software for detection of biologically
derived compounds which exploits SIL-specific isotope pat-
terns and elution profiles in LC-HRMS(/MS) data [65]. It con-
sists of three complementary modules: M1 (AllExtract), M2
(TracExtract), and M3 (FragExtract) aiding in identification of
all labelled ions.

AssayR is an R package that takes HR wide-scan LC-
MS data sets and tailors peak detection for each metabo-
lite through a simple, iterative user interface by automati-
cally integrating peak areas for all isotopologues and outputs
extracted ion chromatograms (EICs), absolute and relative
stacked bar charts for all isotopologues, and a .csv data file [66].

AccuCor is an algorithm that aids in natural isotope cor-
rection for HR MS labeling data which takes into account
whether isotopologues with the same nominal mass are
resolved [67].

3.4 Data pre-processing tools

Typical data preprocessing tools deal with noise filtering,
baseline correction, peak detection, deisotoping, alignment,
accurate mass calculation, identification, and normalization
among others. In 2017, several data pre-processing tools were
reported as these have been areas of very active research.
These tools define the quality of data generated from a spe-
cific platform for further interpretation and some of the most
widely used are discussed below.

MetImp combined “modified 80% rule” and imple-
mented a comprehensive strategy for missing value imputa-
tion in metabolomics data and developed a public-accessible
web-tool [68] (Fig. 2A).

GSimp is an iterative Gibbs sampler based, left-censored
missing value imputation approach that is implemented as
an R package for imputing missing values in targeted missing
values that are missing not at random (MNAR) [69].

NOREVA (Normalization and Evaluation of MS-based
metabolomics data) is a web server for helping remove un-
wanted signal variation by implementing the most complete
set of the available normalization methods. It has unique
features that remove overall unwanted variations based on
quality control (QC) metabolites and allows for QC
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Figure 2. Snapshots of the tools and resources described in this article. (A)MetImp interface showing multiple options for imputing
metabolomics data in a very user friendly manner, (B) WorkFlow4Metabolomics workflow showing the wide array of options it offers, (C)
Nicotiana DB showing metabolite-metabolite co-expression map, (D) Flavor DB showing circular map of sources of flavors and chemicals,
(E) ChemRICH output showing tree-map of related metabolites and an enrichment view. (F) OmicsDI interface showing the wide range
of DBs it allows data to archive from.

sample-based correction sequentially followed by data nor-
malization [70].

B-MIS (best-matched internal standard) normalization
method, implemented in R, is applicable for targeted and un-
targeted metabolomics datasets and yields relative concentra-
tion, using the power of matching the measured metabolites
with isotope-labeled internal standards that behave similarly
during the analysis [71].

MetaboDrift, implemented in Macro-enabled Microsoft
Excel, is a tool for visualization and correction of drift
in multi-batch LC-MS metabolomics data where drift
correction is comparable to isotope standard normalization-
based quantification [72] (Fig. 1D).

proFIA is an R package that implements several novel
algorithms to preprocess Flow Injection Analysis coupled to
High-Resolution Mass Spectrometry (FIA-HRMS) workflows

for high throughput metabolomics studies [73]. The tool per-
forms noise estimation, peak detection and quantification,
peak grouping across samples, and missing value imputa-
tion among other functionalities.

SERRF (Systematic Error Removal using Random For-
est) is a QC-based normalization method for large-scale un-
targeted metabolomics, which uses the machine-learning al-
gorithm Random Forest to normalize the data [74].

SampleDrift is an R package that explores the effects of
pre-centrifugation storage on plasma sample quality by al-
lowing predictive modeling (storage temperature and time)
and kinetic modelling as well as drift correction for NMR-
data [75] most commonly, but can be extendible to LC-MS data
sets.

In a recent review, the statistical methods and workflow
for analyzing human metabolomics data were laid out [76] to
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assist researchers in choosing the most relevant and precise
tools. The authors delineated the approaches in several steps
such as study design, data management, optional simulation
analyses, cross-sectional or prospective analyses, visualiza-
tion of findings, and prioritization of results for follow-up
investigations among others.

3.5 Annotation tools

Mass spectrometry annotation tools are typically partitioned
by the level of annotation provided into: (a) unequivocal
molecular formula, (b) tentative candidates and (c) library
spectrum match [77]. Recently, towards identification of small
molecules using accurate mass (HR) MS/MS search, several
DBs were extensively discussed elsewhere [78]. Listed below
are the 2017 tools that were either not considered in the afore-
mentioned review or were very recently released.

msPurity is a vendor-independent R package for LC-
MS and direct infusion (DI) MS2 that calculates a simple
metric to describe the contribution of the selected precur-
sor [79]. The package was applied to data dependent acquisi-
tion (DDA)-based MS2 metabolomics data sets derived from
three metabolomics data repositories and can be used to as-
sess precursor purity of theoretical isolation windows from
LC-MS data sets of differing sample types.

creDBle DB is an alternative approach to untargeted
metabolomics that relies on thoroughly annotated reference
data sets, where the DB contains accurate mass, RT, and
MS/MS fragmentation data as well as annotations of all cre-
dentialed features [80].

Sirius is a standalone tool for fragmentation pattern anal-
ysis and fragmentation tree computation from MS/MS data
[81].

iMet is a tool that facilitates structural annotation of
metabolites not described in DBs [82]. iMet uses MS/MS
spectra and the exact mass of an unknown metabolite to
identify metabolites in a reference DB that are structurally
similar to the unknown metabolite.

MS2LDA is a method for the decomposition of sets of
molecular fragment data derived from large metabolomics
experiments [83]. ms2lda.org is a web application that allows
users to upload their data, run MS2LDA analyses, and explore
the results through interactive visualizations.

Direct Infusion Metabolite DB (DIME DB) is a DB of
biologically relevant metabolite structures and annotations
with 95,043 freely accessible metabolites [84]. The DB offers
open access to thousands of biologically relevant metabolite
annotations, sourced from many respected metabolite DBs.
Whereas other metabolite DBs limit the user to rudimentary
web browser-based search facilities, DIMEdb offers a pow-
erful Representational state transfer application program in-
terface (RESTful API). This API provides programmatic end-
points from which tools can be built to interoperate with the
DB and ease the metabolite identification process.

MassBank of North America (MoNA) is an open access
mass spectral DB for small molecules, with a corpus of

spectral fragmentation data from ESI and electron impact
ionization (EI) sources [85].

Curatr is a web application for rapid generation of high
quality mass fragmentation libraries for LC-MS analysis and
it supports the export of the spectral libraries in standard
formats for downstream applications [86].

BioCAn (Biologically Consistent Annotation), combines
the results from DB searches and in silico fragmentation anal-
yses and places these results into a relevant biological context
for the sample as captured by a metabolic model [87].

mixOmics is an R package for -omics feature selection
and multiple data integration such as transcriptomics, pro-
teomics, and metabolomics [88]. The package allows data ex-
ploration, dimension reduction and visualization for adopting
a systems biology approach in –omics data analysis.

LipidHunter is a Python-based package for high through-
put identification of phospholipids acquired via LC-MS and
shotgun experimental workflows, where identification is
based on MS/MS data analysis that follows defined fragmen-
tation roles for each phospholipid class [89]. Furthermore,
the identified signals are tested for elemental composition
and bulk identification via the LIPID MAPS search with out-
puts such as information-rich tabular and graphical reports.

CMM (CEU Mass Mediator) is an annotation webserver
that supports queries from MS based experimental mass, over
multiple metabolomic data sources such as KEGG, Metlin,
LipidMaps and HMDB, followed by filtering and scoring the
annotations based on rules that represent expert knowledge
[90].

LDA (Lipid Data Analyzer) is a standalone tool that al-
lows automated and reliable annotation of lipids and their
molecular structures from HR XC-MS coupled MS/MS data
sets [91].

LPPtiger is a Python-based tool with a GUI for ox-
idized phospholipids identification from data-dependent
LC-MS datasets [92]. LipidCircos is aimed to generate circos
plot for lipidomics data.

3.6 Multifunctional tools

In addition to the platform specific tools or the tools ad-
dressing one component of data analysis, there are several
multi-functional tools that work pretty much in a platform-
independent manner, i.e., for CE, LC- and GC-MS and/or
NMR generated data sets. Furthermore, these tools perform
data preprocessing, statistical analysis, data visualization and,
at times, pathway and network analysis. The multi-functional
tools that surfaced this year are described below.

Workflow4Metabolomics 3.0 is one of the multifunctional
tools, which aids in holistic handling and analysis of LC–MS,
FIA–MS, GC–MS, and NMR data analysis workflows [93].

MetaboAnalystR contains the R functions and libraries
underlying the popular MetaboAnalyst web server, including
500 functions for data processing, normalization, statistical
analysis, metabolite set enrichment analysis, metabolic path-
way analysis, and biomarker analysis [94] (Fig. 2B).
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Metabox is an R-based web application for data process-
ing, statistical analysis, integrative visual exploration, and
functional analysis with several approaches (such as func-
tional class scoring, overrepresentation analysis, and Word
Cloud generation) [95].

Polyomics integrated Metabolomics Pipeline (PiMP) offers
automated and user-friendly analysis from MS data acqui-
sition to biological interpretation metabolomics data analy-
sis [96]. In addition, a ‘Summary Page’ provides a simple
overview of the experiment in the format of a scientific pa-
per, depicting the key findings of the experiment along with
associated metadata. It also includes a ‘Metabolite Page’ that
lists metabolites with ‘evidence cards’, featuring criteria be-
hind metabolite annotation (i.e., peak shapes, intensities in
different sample groups, and DB information).

4 Miscellaneous tools of interest

This section enlists and discusses the features of tools, ap-
plication, and packages which are indirectly associated with
a metabolomics workflow, but that help in upstream data
handling or downstream data interpretation and analysis, or
integration with other –omics data sets and at times in im-
proving the analytical workflow. For instance, tool harmo-
nization is also being improved by efforts to containerize
tools, such as those by the PhenoMeNal consortium (Phe-
noMeNal) and the BioContainers initiative [97]. The efforts
and resources made public in 2017 are listed and described
below.

WikiPathways (wikipathways.org), a comprehensive
pathway DB, was updated recently to allow bridging the
metabolomics datasets with other omics research [98]. Con-
tinued growth, development, and curation, efforts have re-
sulted in, for instance, doubling of the number of annotated
metabolite nodes in WikiPathways-thus providing an excel-
lent resource for machine readable omics data analysis and
visualization resource for multi-omics frameworks.

HMDB 4.0 is an update with nearly three-fold increase
in the number of completely annotated metabolites, four-fold
increase in experimental data made available, and a 60-
fold rise in the number of illustrated metabolic pathways,
thus underscoring its importance in human metabolomics
studies [99]. In addition, this update includes huge num-
ber of predicted MS/MS and GC-MS reference spectral data,
metabolite-SNP (single nucleotide polymorphism), and drug-
metabolite interaction data.

mzML2ISA (encompassing mzML and imzML formats)
and nmrML2ISA (nmrML format only) are a set of Python-
based parsing packages that can automatically generate
ISA-Tab metadata file stubs from raw XML metabolomics
data files [100]. Overall, the use of mzML2ISA & nm-
rML2ISA reduces the time needed to capture metadata
substantially.

mzAccess is a software that provides interactive, online
access to primary MS data in real-time via a web service,
circumventing the need for bulk data processing [101]. The

tool allows querying of instrument data for spectra, chro-
matograms, or two-dimensional mz-RT areas in either profile
or centroid modes through a simple, uniform interface that
is independent of vendor or instrument type.

mzR is an R package which provides a unified API to the
common file formats and parsers available for MS data that
comes with a wrapper for .mzXML, .mzData, and .mzML
files [102]. This package holds promise in metabolomics
data analysis pipelines towards a better harmonization of up-
stream data extraction process.

MSS is a flexible network feature selection framework
that combines metabolomics data with the genome-scale
metabolic network where the method adopts a sequential
feature screening procedure and machine learning-based cri-
teria to select important subnetworks and identify the optimal
feature matching simultaneously [103]. The method identifies
several subnetworks that are supported by the current litera-
ture as well as detects some subnetworks with plausible new
functional implications.

MASTR-MS is a standalone laboratory information man-
agement system (LIMS) solution that can be deployed either
within a single laboratory or used to link workflows across a
multisite network [104]. It is comprised of (i) a Node Manage-
ment System that can be used to link and manage projects
across one or multiple collaborating laboratories; (ii) a User
Management System which defines different user groups and
privileges of users; (iii) a Quote Management System where
client quotes are managed; (iv) a Project Management System
in which metadata is stored and all aspects of project man-
agement, including experimental setup, sample tracking and
instrument analysis, are defined, and (v) a Data Management
System that allows the automatic capture and storage of raw
and processed data from the analytical instruments to the
LIMS.

MetabolitePredict is a web-based generalizable disease
metabolite prediction system that uses disease name or a
set of disease-associated genes as the input for query [105].

MetExploreViz is an open source web component
that provides functionalities for visualization of metabolic
networks and pathways and allows analysis of omics data in
a biochemical context [106].

Nicotiana attenuata Data Hub (Na DH) is an integra-
tive web platform for exploring genomic, transcriptomic, and
metabolomic data in wild tobacco (Nicotiana species) [107]
(Fig. 2C). In addition to the standalone unique metabolomics
data for this model plant, the genomic and transcriptomic
data integration with metabolite would pave way for better
annotation of unknown metabolites as well as novel biosyn-
thetic pathways.

Omics Discovery Index (OmicsDI) allows the discovering
and linking of public omics data sets using it’s web inter-
face [108] (Fig. 2F). For instance, OmicsDI allows users to
link their meta-data, raw data files, and accession IDs from
multiple DBs such as Metabolights, and Metabolomics Work-
bench for metabolomics, and PRIDE for proteomics to NCBI
GenBank for transcriptomics and genomics datasets into one
profile page.
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YMDB 2.0 is a significantly expanded version of the yeast
metabolome DB [109]. The DB’s newer features would help
move forward the metabolite annotation and pathway discov-
ery efforts in this important model organism.

ODG (Omics DB Generator) is a tool for generating,
querying, and the analysis of multi-omics comparative DBs to
facilitate biological understanding [110]. ODG imports defi-
nitions and annotations from other sources such as Inter-
ProScan, the Gene Ontology, ENZYME, and UniPathway
among others.

FlavorDB is a web server that comprises of 25 595 flavor
molecules representing an array of tastes and odors [111] (Fig.
2D). Among these, 2254 molecules are associated with 936
natural ingredients belonging to 34 categories.

PAMDB (Pseudomonas aeruginosa Metabolome DB) is
a curated DB containing extensive metabolomics data and
pathway information from Pseudomonas aeruginosa (reference
strain PAO1) with � 4370 metabolites and 5695 proteins in
place [112].

MetaComp is an easy-to-use integrative tool for compar-
ative meta-omics for metagenomics, metatranscriptomics,
metaproteomics, and metabolomics data analysis [113]. The
tool is capable of automatically choosing an appropriate two-
group sample test based upon the traits of input abundance
profiles. Furthermore, the tool read files generated by sev-
eral upstream programs and performs multivariate statistics,
hypothesis testing of two-sample, and regression analysis of
environmental factors.

EDA is a web-based application with an integrated web-
site, which guides researchers through the process of de-
signing animal experiments; the output includes a dia-
gram that improves the transparency of the experimental
plan [114].

lumpGEM, genome-scale metabolic networks (GEMs),
generates biosynthetic subnetworks composed of reactions
that can synthesize a target metabolite from a set of defined
core precursor metabolite [115].

visJS2jupyter is a tool designed to embed interactive net-
works in Jupyter notebooks to streamline network analysis
and to promote reproducible research [116].

ElMaven is an open source MS data processing en-
gine that is optimal for isotopomer labeling and global
metabolomic profiling experiments [117]. It is designed
to reduce complexity in metabolomics analysis by us-
ing an intuitive interface for exploring the experimental
data.

MAGI (Metabolite, Annotation, and Gene Integration) is
a tool to quickly find and score consensus between metabo-
lite identifications and gene annotations which generates
metabolite-gene associations via biochemical reactions based
on a score between probable metabolite identifications and
probable gene annotations [118].

zeroSum is an R package allows the transfer of metabolic
signatures across labs [119]. zeroSum identifies the same
biomarkers regardless of the scaling method. It can be used
for small data sets and reduced precision. This tool im-
poses the zero-sum constraint combined with the elastic net

regularization. It supports both linear regression (Gaussian
response) and logistic regression (binomial response).

RankProd 2.0, available at Bioconductor as a part of the
mzMatch pipeline provides a more principled implementa-
tion of the statistics for unpaired datasets, and is based on
Rank Product (RP), a statistical technique widely used to de-
tect differentially expressed features in molecular profiling
experiments such as transcriptomics, metabolomics, and pro-
teomics studies [120].

RNAModMapper (RAMM) is tool that enables in the in-
terpretation of LC-MS/MS data generated from DNA or RNA
sequences by creating a local DB against which collision-
induced dissociation (CID) MS/MS data of modified oligonu-
cleotides (and modified nucleosides) are compared [121].

GlycoPAT (GlycoProteomics Analysis Toolbox) is a MAT-
LAB tool with applications in shotgun glycoproteomics
data analysis. This program allows analysis of LC-MSn

based high-throughput experimental data for the identi-
fication of site-specific N- and O-linked glycosylation of
proteins [122].

Metadata Analyser is a tool that measures metadata qual-
ity [123]. When applied to Metabolights, the metabolomics
data repository results show that the tool successfully imple-
ments the proposed measures.

SATORI is web-based and ontology-guided visual explo-
ration system for data repositories, which combines powerful
metadata search with a treemap and a node-link diagram that
visualize the repository structure [124].

Bioconda is a channel for the conda package manager
specializing in bioinformatics software [125]. Bioconda pro-
vides dependency and environment management for any
language—Python, R, Ruby, Lua, Scala, Java, JavaScript, C/
C++, FORTRAN.

GRITS Toolbox is a software that facilitates glycomics
data processing and archiving by allowing the user to upload
instrument MS data files in open file formats (i.e., mzXML,
mzML) and annotate them using the annotation module Gly-
comics Elucidation and Annotation Tool (GELATO) [126].

PySCeSToolbox is a Python-based, extension to the
Python Simulator for Cellular Systems (PySCeS) that in-
cludes tools for performing generalized supply–demand anal-
ysis, symbolic metabolic control analysis, and for kinetics
and thermodynamics measurement of enzyme catalyzed re-
actions [127].

ChemRICH (Chemical Similarity Enrichment Analysis
for Metabolomics), is a web server facilitating visualizations
based on chemical ontologies and structural similarity based
grouping and enrichment of metabolites form metabolomics
experiments [128] (Fig. 2E). Furthermore, the tool
provides enrichment statistics that are superior to pathway
enrichments and do not rely on the size of the background
DB.

Several newly developed R packages targeting
metabolomics analysis are made available every year at
the CRAN repositories. Due to circumstances, such as the
authors have released the package for the community to use
prior to manuscript submission, or they have been developed
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but not intended for development of manual or manuscripts,
these are not associated with publications.

NormalizeMets is an R package for addressing unwanted
variation in metabolomics datasets due to factors such as
batch effects, matrix effects, and confounding biological vari-
ation [129]. This package is a collection of functions designed
to implement, assess, and choose a suitable normalization
method for a given metabolomics study.

5 Concluding remarks

New tools, DBs, resources, and applications continue to
emerge every year; however, it is an enormous task to eval-
uate and try each of them before passing on a verdict on
their usefulness, ease or difficulty of usage, thus, it is on the
community to analyze and decide effectiveness in the com-
ing years. Informing and educating the upcoming genera-
tion of researchers in metabolomics remains another chal-
lenge for the community. To this end, efforts to encour-
age the next generation of researchers into metabolomics
continue. One such recent endeavor attempted to introduce
NMR-based metabolomics to undergraduate students using
coffee beans [130]. Additionally, efforts based on community-
scale questionnaires have also attempted to summarize the
activities, limitations, and future in quality assurance (QA)
and quality control (QC) processes in metabolomics research
[131]. Moreover, the community still lacks robust, flexible,
cloud-based user-friendly data analysis workflows and plug-
gable frameworks which integrate all necessary components
from vendor-dependent MS and spectroscopy platforms to
data archiving or providing biological insights. Tools for flux-
omics study were not included in this review as well. The
research community still needs tools and softwares with min-
imal use of IT-expertise, computational resources, and robust
results in near-real-time data processing times. Lack of refer-
ence datasets (i.e., ‘gold standards’ as being made available
in proteomics), ways to eliminate or minimize false posi-
tives, and standardization of preprocessing steps are other
major limitations with tools that are currently being devel-
oped. Moreover, the community is yet to reuse and repurpose
the archived datasets in a reproducible manner. Further, is-
sues with scripting-language and version controls limit data
accessibility and harmonization. The interoperability of cur-
rent non-compatible software is among other glaring issues
that remain to be addressed.

The author sincerely acknowledges the talented developers of
the metabolomics-oriented tools that intend to carry the field for-
ward and for their service to the ever-expanding metabolomics
community. The author also apologizes to the developers and cre-
ators of numerous tools and resources that could not find a place in
this review due to limitation in space, or due to the sheer overlook
and whose work was described within a few sentences only. The
author would also like to thank the two kind anonymous review-
ers for providing constructive insights, acknowledging the effort

intended for the metabolomics research community, and provid-
ing an opportunity to submit a revised version of the manuscript.
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